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smartphone users should use only web browsers built into their device. for example, an android phone might have an internet browser built into the phone when it comes to installing third-party browser
apps. but if youre using the android browser, then youre much more susceptible to hacker interference. the simplest way to avoid getting hacked is to use a web browser that comes with your phone. while
you arent exactly embedding your smartphone in a giant computer, having a browser that comes with the device prevents hackers from gaining access to an additional point of attack. some online
retailers, such as online credit card processor wirecard, are struggling to ward off identity and credit card theft due to lack of technical know-how, in particular around cloud technologies. in july 2014, for
example, hackers managed to gain access to wirecards systems and steal millions of card numbers in a record-breaking cyber-attack. sensitive information like user ids and passwords is not the only data
that can be at risk. an increasingly popular way to track customers online is to look at browser cookies. these are simply small files that are stored on your hard drive when you browse the web. the cookies
store such data as your internet connection ip address and the websites youve visited. further authentication can be gained by the use of 2-step verification. sometimes called multi-factor authentication
(mfa), this involves the use of both a users email address and a different, secret password that only the user knows. this has the advantage of making it much harder for hackers to get hold of an users
personal information by, for example, hacking into their email.
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use strong, unique passwords. hackers may be able to guess your passwords by looking at data like your online shopping history, your browser history, your social media accounts, your emails, etc. but
even the best hackers have to make mistakes. theyll eventually hit a weak point in your password scheme and theyll try to get in. it happens all the time. in addition, a password should be at least eight

characters long. hackers need to figure out your username and password to get in, says wyman. theyll try all sorts of things: theyll try to guess it, theyll try to brute-force it, theyll try to use social
engineering, theyll try to use phishing. hackers can also use social engineering. if you are emailing someone or youre chatting with someone online, make sure youre using the same type of security. if

youre using an email, be sure to use https instead of http. if youre using a chat, make sure youre using a good antivirus program. hackers can use these for your benefit, but if youre not careful, it can be
your downfall. the best way to avoid this is to use different browsers for different accounts. hackers cant easily determine which browser youre using by looking at your browser history. hackers might also
try to hack your operating system. make sure youre always using the latest version of your operating system, says woodley. you can use this method to check up on your girlfriend at work. all you have to
do is go to the wi-fi of the place your girlfriend is. you will be able to see her online or if she is using her tablet at the work station. you can even use this method to spy on your girlfriend in her bedroom. to

spy on her from your phone just go to the wi-fi of the place your girlfriend is in order to see if she is on it. 5ec8ef588b
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